


A school is more than a place to learn for a few hours. It’s a catalyst that 
creates strong foundations for students and brings entire communities 
closer together. 

To inspire a lifetime of learning over multiple generations, facilities need 
materials that can embrace current trends, support community pride, 
and embody future-focused pedagogy. Surfaces that are engaging, 
enduring, and easy to maintain will be of the utmost importance to 
schools looking to make wise long-term investments. With a variety of 
dynamic colors, textures and custom designs, Wilsonart’s surfaces can 
play a key role inspiring a lifetime of learning.

Enjoy browsing Wilsonart’s collection of engineered surfaces designed 
specifically to meet the needs of education environments.

Introducing the 
Education Collection
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Y0338-60MARMALADE

Inspiring
Creativity

4

 8201K-12 Grey Elm HPL    4991-38 Pressed Linen HPL     D498K-18 Island HPL  
4  4939K-18 Vapor Strandz HPL

To inspire a lifetime of learning over multiple generations, educational facilities must 
be able to change with the times. From modern pops of color to tactile-enhanced 
materials, surfaces in primary education facilities can help foster a lifelong love of 
learning, creativity and school spirit. By combining the right combination of surfaces 
like Wilsonart® Quartz, Solid Surface and Laminate, students, staff and faculty can 
enjoy an aesthetically intriguing and elevated learning experience.
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Embracing 
Wellbeing

 7970K-18 High Line HPL    Y0706K-12 Grey Plywood VDL   

 Y0716-60 Constellation Night VDL  4  Q4008 Haida QTZ 

4

Incorporating nature’s neutrals and biophilic design elements are hot topics in 
education architecture. That’s because earthy color options not only support 
wellbeing and creativity, but they also help to reduce stress and anxiety. And as 
more schools opt to be less trendy and more timeless with their color selections,  
the greater the benefits neutral selections offer.
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ANGLE FALLS
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Encouraging
Exploration

As schools increasingly invest in much-needed renovations and new build 
construction, learning spaces have evolved. From Active Learning classrooms and 
media centers to dining areas and Makerspaces, the right surfaces play a pivotal role 
encouraging exploration, collaboration and socialization in a school’s curriculum. 

 Y0137-60 Marshmallow Code VDL    Q1013 Chillkat QTZ    4651-60 Navy Legacy HPL  
4  8209K-28 Veranda Teak HPL



7999K-12FIELD ELM 7911-60MANITOBA 
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 WALNUT
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Designed 
To Last

Educational spaces require durable and beautiful surfaces that can help facilitate 
meaningful engagement while holding up against years of use. For design that’s 
anything but old school, Wilsonart’s Commercial Laminate designs offer a fresh take 
on mindful, crafted and neutral aesthetics such as wood looks, abstract patterns, 
stones and solids that are both functional and well-coordinated. 
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Markerboard

Chemsurf® & Lab Grade Compact
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4915-60TANGERINE

Engaging 
Solutions

Education facilities that thrive will be designed to inspire and engage students in 
a way that enables collaboration, ideation, and critical thinking. Writable Surfaces, 
such as Chalkboard or Markerboard, are all dynamic options perfect for creating 
eye-catching, creativity-inducing spaces. In Makerspaces and labs, impact-resistant 
Compact Laminate and chemical-resistant Chemsurf® provide added protection 
without sacrificing style.
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Our products are made with environmental responsibility. 
For more information email or call us at 

education@wilsonart.com and 800-433-3222.

Spectrum 

Spectrum is a dynamic, color-carrying category 
that allows designers to work with Wilsonart’s 
design team to choose customizable and 
fashionable colors for any project. Spectrum also 
includes the Crossweave and Honeycomb series 
which feature curated colors in a cross-directional 
design with a woven feel and a small-scale hexagon 
design, respectively. Visit wilsonart.com/spectrum 
to learn more.

Wilsonart® Digital Print Studio

Wilsonart’s Digital Print Studio combines our curated Virtual Design Library and 
true custom Wilsonart By You laminate, creating a whole new set of possibilities 
to traditional HPL. Whether it’s bringing bundles of new design to the masses at 
the speed of falling ink droplets, or creating a completely customized design for 
the unique visionary in everyone, our Digital Print Studio offers easy solutions 
never before available to the laminate industry.
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